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Our Price $39,995
Retail Value $41,995

Specifications:

Year:  2018  

VIN:  3TMCZ5AN9JM158457  

Make:  Toyota  

Stock:  T000209  

Model/Trim:  Tacoma 4WD TRD Sport  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Pickup Truck  

Exterior:  Magnetic Gray Metallic  

Engine:  3.5L V6 278hp 265ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Gray Cloth  

Transmission:  automatic  

Mileage:  76,020  

Drivetrain:  4 Wheel Drive

Step into the realm of rugged capability and undeniable reliability with
this 2018 Toyota Tacoma SR5, a midsize truck that not only dominates
the road with its powerful 3.5L V6 engine but also boasts a prestigious
lineage of awards that solidify its standing as a leader in its class. With
just 76,020 miles on the odometer, this Tacoma is poised to deliver
adventures for years to come.

Dressed in a sophisticated gray exterior, this Tacoma exudes a sense
of strength and durability that's matched only by its equally stylish gray
interior. The harmonious color scheme continues to the body-color front
bumper and mirror accents, creating a seamless look that's sure to turn
heads whether you're cruising down the highway or navigating through
the backcountry.

Under the hood, the robust 278hp and 265ft. lbs. of torque from the 3.5L
V6 engine promise exhilarating performance, while the adaptive cruise
control ensures a smooth and controlled driving experience, allowing
you to conquer long journeys with ease. The air filtration system keeps
the cabin environment fresh, and the Tire Pressure Monitoring System
provides peace of mind by keeping you informed of your tire health,
ensuring your travels are as safe as they are enjoyable.

The SR5 doesn't just perform; it pampers. With a suite of manufacturer
options and packages, you'll enjoy the convenience of wireless
Bluetooth connectivity for seamless audio streaming and hands-free
phone calls, all voice-operated for your safety and convenience. The
Entune infotainment system is your command center for all things
multimedia, with six speakers, speed-sensitive volume control, and a
Radio data system that adapts to your preferences as you drive.

The in-dash CD player offers a nostalgic nod to your music collection,
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The in-dash CD player offers a nostalgic nod to your music collection,
while the pickup bed light illuminates your cargo even on the darkest
nights. And let's not forget the practicality of the steel spare wheel,
ready to support you in the unlikely event of a flat.

This Tacoma isn't just a truck; it's an investment. As recognized by
Kelley Blue Book and Edmunds, the Tacoma SR5 holds its value better
than almost any other vehicle in its class. Awards such as Best
Retained Value and Best Resale Value are testaments to the enduring
quality and desirability of this exceptional vehicle.

Imagine yourself behind the wheel of this 2018 Toyota Tacoma SR5,
where every drive is an opportunity for a new adventure, supported by a
vehicle that's as dependable as it is dynamic. Don't let this chance slip
away. Embrace the spirit of the open road and make this Tacoma your
trusted companion for all of life's journeys. Your adventure awaits.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 07/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Snapshot

2018 TOYOTA TACOMA SR5 V6

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

7 Service history
records

5 Previous owners

Types of owners: Commercial, Personal,
Lease

Last owned in Hawaii

76,020 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Adaptive cruise control  - Power outlet(s): 12V front  

- Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  

- Sun visors - Clock - Digital odometer - Multi-function display - Trip odometer 

- Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: split  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench

Exterior

- Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color - Pickup bed light 

- Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System
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